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OPL-3D: A novel, portable optical digitizer for fast acquisition of free-form
surfaces

Giovanna Sansoni,a) Alessandro Patrioli, and Franco Docchio
INFM and Laboratory of Optoelectronics, University of Brescia, Via Branze 38, 25123 Brescia BS, Italy

~Received 11 November 2002; accepted 20 January 2003!

The paper presents OPL-3D, a novel, powerful three-dimensional optical digitizer based on
structured, incoherent light illumination, developed in our laboratory for noncontact acquisition and
digitization of free forms in space. The system exploits active stereovision using time multiplexing
based on a combination of Gray code and phase-shifting techniques. The system has been
specifically designed for applications to reverse engineering and rapid prototyping of free-form
shapes, as well as for applications to measurement and quality control. Suitable estimation of the
measurement parameters, as well as specifically developed two-dimensional image analysis, allows
us to retrieve very dense point clouds in a few seconds. Special care has been devoted to the
implementation of easy-to-use fast calibration procedures, and to enhancement of the flexibility of
the system to the measuring problem as well as its portability. A kernel for elaboration of the views
and for their alignment is provided. OPL-3D exhibits low-measurement uncertainty~120mm! over
large measurement areas (450 mm3340 mm), linearly scalable in the case of smaller areas. The
output formats of the data files are fully compatible with the formats commonly used by elaboration
environments dedicated to the production of polygonal models and to computer-aided design
models of the shapes. The performance of OPL-3D has been tested in a number of applications,
ranging from industry to biomedicine and virtual reality. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, optical acquisition of three-dimensio
~3D! surfaces of complex shape has become very attrac
due to the number of applications in which it can be us
These applications range from the field of reverse engin
ing, whereby a hand-crafted object can be input into a co
puter and subsequently transferred to computer-aided de
~CAD!, computer-aided machining~CAM! and rapid proto-
typing ~RP! environments, to that of the preservation of cu
tural heritage, through the acquisition of 3D statues, b
relieves and monuments, for cataloging, virtual reality re
dering and restoration.1–3 Another important area of applica
tion of 3D acquisition techniques is biomedicine, mostly f
the production of prostheses or for the production of dig
catalogs in dentistry.

Quality control in manufacturing is a further area whe
optical 3D acquisition devices can have, and in most ca
already have, a tremendous impact: here the sample t
controlled is acquired and its model is digitally compared
the template to control the quality of production.4 To be
taken into consideration also is the world of virtual reality5

In all these applications, the 3D optical digitizers shou
be robust, easy to use and to apply in hostile environme
and easy to calibrate both in the factory and in the field. Th
should perform well in different environmental condition
and with targets of different color and texture and should
able to simultaneously acquire the shape and color of

a!Corresponding author; electronic mail: giovanna.sansoni@unibs.it
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target. For most applications where the target is nonmova
~such as statues, models of cars, etc.! the digitizers should be
compact, portable and able to be reconfigured in second

3D optical digitizers are now available in the marke
place in three major classes, depending on the techniq
employed to perform acquisition: passive stereovision d
tizers, laser scanners and digitizers based on the projectio
two-dimensional~2D! patterns of incoherent light, suitabl
sequenced in time. A large variety of systems belonging
the former two classes is available.6–12

As for the third one, the number of devices available
reasonable cost is still limited.13–22Yet, this class of digitizer
is by far the most promising in light of its capability t
eliminate mechanical scanning, to speed up the ran
sensing process, and to avoid measurement errors du
speckles in the case of laser illumination.23

Our laboratory has been active for years in the devel
ment of techniques of 3D optical acquisition of free-for
shapes,24–26 and has recently completed the development
a sophisticated, rugged, portable system based on struc
light projection: OPL-3D. This system is, we believe, one
the best performers in its class, and it has been expre
designed to meet all the requirements of industrial as wel
of the other applicable fields. It exhibits low-measureme
uncertainty ~120 mm! over large measurement are
(450 mm3340 mm), which are linearly scalable in the ca
of smaller areas. It is portable and easy enough to recon
ure to be successfully used in different measurement co
tions ~small measurement rooms, details of larger obje
etc.!, and it is extremely insensitive to stray light and c
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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perform acquisition over a large variety of target colors
well as textures.

In this article we will describe in detail the optical, ele
tronic and software features of the system, illustrate its p
formance, and discuss some of the areas of application
plored by our laboratory so far.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT

A photograph of OPL-3D is shown in Fig. 1. The syste
operates according to the well-known concept of active
angulation, and belongs to the class of whole field opti
profilometers. In essence, a white light projector and
charge coupled device~CCD! camera are the basic buildin
blocks of the system: the first projects a single pattern, o
set of patterns of different spatial frequency or phase u
the object; the second acquires the patterns that are defo
by the object’s shape. The object coordinates are then
tained by the set of images acquired using a number of
tines that implement light plane labeling and triangulati
algorithms.24 According to the above principle, OPL-3D i
basically composed of the following units.

A. The projector

The projector is designed to project light stripes of va
ing frequency and phase upon the target. In addition
stripes, the unit can project other types of figures~dots,
crosses, circles! for various purposes, such as the identific
tion of markers, etc. OPL-3D can host a wide variety
projectors, from those specifically intended to be used in
class of systems~LCD 320, among others, is microprocess
controlled and column driven from ABW GmbH, Germany!,
to those currently available for video projection~Kodak DP
900, based on DLP technology!. Our laboratory also has
available an in-house-developed, low-cost projec
equipped with a VGA liquid crystal display~LCD! and an
autofocus autozoom lens.

FIG. 1. Photograph of the instrument.
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B. The detector

The detector is a commercial CCD video camera. In
configuration that will be described here, the camera is
inexpensive color Hitachi KP D50, with standard resoluti
(7523582). However, any type of camera~black/white or
color, with single or multiple CCDs for color separation, a
with different pixel densities! can be mounted on the system
depending on the application and on the projector used.

C. The electronic hardware

OPL-3D is equipped with a PC that~i! drives the pro-
jector with the appropriate pattern sequence,~ii ! acquires im-
age sequences from the target, and~iii ! elaborates the im-
ages. In addition, it contains all the features to perfo
sophisticated procedures for setting up and reconfigur
The PC in the current configuration is a Pentium III 9
MHz, 1 Gb random access memory~RAM!, equipped with a
Matrox Meteor II frame grabber. The projector is operated
the PC through a serial connector.

D. The mount

The instrument’s operation is based on optical triangu
tion, it is therefore essential that the two ‘‘eyes’’ of the sy
tem, i.e., the active eye~the projector! and the passive eye
~the camera! are mounted onto a rigid bar that can be eas
moved around by a tripod, and that holds the adjustm
units to ensure proper orientation. Figure 2 shows schem
cally the geometry of the measurement system. Here, par
eters FW and FH are the dimension of the field of view
~FOV! in width and in height, respectively, theZ range is the
measurement interval,d is the distance between the pupils
the projector and the detector~instrument baseline!, L is the
distance between the baseline and half of theZ range~stand-
off distance!.

The mount is fully reconfigurable: all parameters can
varied according to their distance from the target, the m
surement resolution required and the FOV. Given the f
that through the sophisticated procedures described be
the system is capable of finely estimating the operating
rameters, no accurate positioning equipment~microposition-
ers, microrotators! is required, the only requirement is stab
ity of the mount during the measurement procedure.

FIG. 2. Description of the geometrical parameters of the system.FW:
width of the field of view,FH: height of the field of view,Z range: length
of the measurement range,d: baseline,L: standoff distance.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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III. PRINCIPLE OF MEASUREMENT

Section III is devoted to a description of the principle
measurement of the OPL-3D. Although many of the conce
explained are familiar to experts in the area of compu
vision, we believe it is important to summarize them and
the same time, to introduce the parameters that will be u
in the following. In particular, the concept of ‘‘plane labels
~PLs! is essential for the comprehension of system operat

A. Optical geometry

The optical geometry of our system is shown in Fig.
The entrance and exit pupils of the video camera and of
projector are represented by pointsOc andOp , respectively.
The coordinate system local to the video camera
(xc ,yc ,zc) and that local to the projector is (xp ,yp ,zp): the
origin is at pointsOc andOp , respectively. The optical axe
of the camera and of the projector are oriented along coo
nateszc and zp , respectively. The focal distances aref c

5OcOc8 and f p5OpOp8.
Planek is the image plane. The reference system onk is

defined by coordinates (i , j ), parallel, respectively, toxc and
yc . The origin is at pointOc8 .27

Planep is the projection plane. The projector is colum
driven: columns are oriented parallel toyp . For this reason,
on planep, the reference system is described only by va
able up , centered at pointOp8 and parallel toxp . The pro-
jector can be viewed as a generator of a bundle of pla
~called light planes! all passing through pointOp and im-
pinging planep along lines perpendicular toup . As an ex-
ample, Fig. 3 shows one of the planes of the bundle~plane
lS) and its intersection with planep ~line ,p).

S is an object point: its position is expressed in the g
bal reference system (xg ,yg ,zg), by means of coordinate
(xSg,ySg,zSg). It maps intoSI( i S , j S) at planek and into line
,p at planep.

B. Active optical triangulation

In our system, pointS is the intersection between line o
sightSSI and planelS . Thus it is univocally identified, pro-
vided that~i! the values of coordinates (i S , j S) of point SI are

FIG. 3. Optical geometry of the system and principle of measuremen
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measured,~ii ! planelS is univocally labeled in the bundle
and ~iii ! the reference systems near the image plane and
projector plane are mapped into the global coordinates of
measurement. Task~i! is naturally performed by the video
camera by acquiring the intensity image of the scene, t
~ii ! is achieved through time multiplexing, i.e., by seque
tially projecting several patterns,22 and task~iii ! is carried out
by suitably modeling the camera–projector pair.27

C. Labeling of light planes

A combination of Gray code and phase-shifting proc
dures performs this task. A sequence of 11 patterns is
jected: the first 8 patterns differ in spatial period along t
up coordinate, according to the Gray code, and the last th
are the result of the spatial shift alongup of the eighth pat-
tern. Correspondingly, 11 images are acquired. The firs
images of the sequence are binarized: black and white le
of illumination are assigned to the binary values 0 and
respectively. The resulting 27 seven-bit sequences are tran
formed into a one-to-one correspondence with 27 integer val-
ues by means of a look-up table.28 The last four patterns are
elaborated upon by following the phase-shifting principle29

in this way, the gray levels are transformed into phase valu
A suitable combination of integer values and phase val
results in a set of real numbers.24–26These are the labels tha
index the light planes in the bundle.

As an example, in Fig. 3,P1 ,P2 ,...,P11 represent the
levels of illumination on the projected patterns along t
direction of projectionOpS, SI ,1 ,SI ,2 ,...,SI ,11 are the corre-
sponding gray levels stored at position (i S , j S) on images
I 1 ,I 2 ,...,I 11, respectively. The elaboration described abo
is schematically referred to as ‘‘GCPS mapping,’’ and t
output of this block is a real number PLS which labels the
direction of projectionOpS ~and consequently also the who
planelS , since the projector is column driven!. The label is
then memorized at location (i S , j S) of matrix LM ~the matrix
of the labels!.

The higher the number of labels, the higher the num
of light planes, and the corresponding measurement res
tion. In addition, it is of great importance that the correspo
dence between labels and light planes is univocal: in
way, light planes are identified unambiguously, and the ra
of measurement is increased. Actually, the GCPS appro
achieves both these goals: the Gray code mapping guara
the range, and the phase shifting the resolution.

D. Models of the video camera and of the projector

In order to be able to fully reconfigure without stric
mechanical control of the devices, it is imperative to fu
model both the pose and the orientation of the devices w
respect to the global reference, and to provide procedure
which to accurately estimate the parameters of the mod
Lens distortion is another aspect that must be accounted
Models for the estimation of pose and orientation and
compensation of lens distortion are available in the literatu
especially from the photogrammetry and computer vis
community.27
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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1. The camera model

The model for the camera establishes a relation betw
the image plane coordinate system~i,j! and the global refer-
ence system (xg ,yg ,zg). A number of camera models hav
been developed. Today, the most used are~i! the pinhole
model for its inherent simplicity: the camera is describ
only with six parameters for its position and orientation~ex-
trinsic parameters!, and five additional parameters that mod
image formation in the presence of a paraxial lens~intrinsic
parameters!;27 ~ii ! models derived from the pinhole mod
but that take into consideration radial distortion of the lens30

~iii ! models derived from the pinhole model but that take in
consideration radial and tangential distortion of the lens.31,32

Due to the need for achieving high performance in ha
conditions, a model of the third class has been implemen
in the instrument.32 In the following, it will be referred to as
the camera model~CM!.

2. The projector model

The need to have a model for the projector as well as
the camera is clear from the above analysis. We have de
oped a simple but effective model for the projector start
from the pinhole model of the camera. Here, the projec
has been modeled by considering that it behaves like an
tive video camera, i.e., instead of acquiring images it gen
ates matrices of labels, as described in Sec. III C. The fur
simplification is due to the fact that the projector on
projects stripes of light, and therefore the number of u
knowns to be estimated is reduced to seven.

In the following, this model will be referred to as th
projector model~PM!.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASUREMENT
WITH OPL-3D

The software that operates the instrument is a Windo
based, C11 written, set of routines that perform all the pro
cedures used for measurement. They are, in principle,
following.

~1! Control of the projection and detection GCPS sequen.
Environmental stray light is eliminated by a suitab
background subtraction and normalization proced
during projection, and this has been explained ext
sively in the literature.33

~2! Setting up the measurement. As will be clear throughout
this article, it is worth noting that, despite the inhere
simplicity of the measuring setup, achievement of t
desired measurement accuracy and resolution is str
dependent upon a number of parameters~in addition to
standoffL and to baselined! which have to be estimate
according to sophisticated models that describe the
jector and the camera. The capability of the software
carry out, in a quasiautomatic way, this estimate w
only limited intervention by the operator, is key to su
cessful operation. In this way ease of use is obtain
even though frequent reconfiguring may be needed.
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A. Operating procedures

The measurement of an arbitrary shape in space u
OPL-3D is a sequence of procedures, all of which have b
accurately implemented in the PC software, that helps
operator to easily perform each step.

~1! Task 1: Setting up the measurement.
~2! Task 2: In-field estimation of the CM and the PM mo

els.
~3! Task 3: Measurement of the object and data display.
~4! Task 4: Data alignment for multiview acquisitions.

B. Task 1: Setting up the measurement

To set up the measurement, the operator, by mean
suitable Windows-based menus, enters~i! the measuremen
volume,~ii ! the required axial and lateral resolution, and~iii !
the camera and projector resolution. In response to this t
the software provides an estimate of the geometrical par
etersL andd. These parameters are then used by the oper
to mount the projector and camera rigidly onto the bar and
place the tripod the right distance from the object. In addit
to the former data, the system provides the operator with
estimate of the FOV for each acquisition, and of the num
of partial views that will be required to acquire the who
scene with the specified resolution.

Once the devices have been mounted on the bar,
operator switches on the projector and the video camera,
fully illuminates the plane surface placed at standoff dista
L, shown in Fig. 4~a!. This plane is the so-called ‘‘master’’: i
is used to estimate the parameters of the measurement d
task 2, and will be described in Sec. IV C. The opera
checks the dynamics of the gray levels in the pattern
quired by activating a routine that can detect the presenc
saturated areas in the image. The output of this elaboratio
shown in Fig. 4~b! which highlights the presence of shade
areas that correspond to saturation. This situation is balan
by finely adjusting the camera lens aperture until these a
disappear. The routine also visualizes the minimum a
maximum values of the gray levels in the image~only the
white background is considered in this operation! and allows
the operator to further adjust, if necessary, the lens aper
to optimize the image quality. Values that guarantee go
performance of subsequent operations are 50–220~in the
case of 8-bit dynamics of the gray levels!.

At this point, the projector projects the single-fringe pa
tern of Fig. 5. The video camera acquires the image in ‘‘li
mode’’ ~continuous acquisition! and allows the operator to
focus the projector lens and the camera lens, and to adjus
two units angularly until the black–white edge is center
with respect to the image, as seen on the PC monitor.

It is worth noting that, insofar as the geometry of th
measurement is not altered, all operations pertaining to
task need not be performed again.

C. Task 2: In-field estimation of the CM and the PM
models

According to what has been described in Sec. IV B, t
task has the purpose of estimating, once the measurem
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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geometry is fixed, the camera model and the projector mo
To do this, the calibration master shown in Fig. 4~a! is used.
The master~420 mm in height3300 mm in width! has the
form of a matrix of black circles on a white backgroun
~masters with different color combinations have been, in
dition, specifically designed when darker shapes have to
acquired!. The circles are at controlled positions within th
master, and their center will provide the system’s fixed co
dinates in the global reference system and known value
both CM and PM models. The master has controlled plan
ity ~of the order of 100mm!, and is rigidly mounted onto a
guide oriented along the measurement axis and equip

FIG. 4. Task 1: Setup of the measurement.~a! Master used in this task;~b!
areas affected by saturation of the video camera.

FIG. 5. Acquired image of the single-fringe pattern projected onto the m
ter in task 1.
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with a series of positioning holes placed at nominal distan
Znom with 10 mm ~650 mm! spacing.

The first position of the master is made to correspo
with the lower edge of theZ range. A menu-driven procedur
helps the operator to perform the following subtasks, sc
matically shown in the block diagram in Fig. 6.

~i! Acquisition of a white-light image of the master, an
subsequent projection of a GCPS sequence on
master. For both steps the system automatically p
forms background subtraction and intensity norm
ization, thresholding and elaboration~a picture of the
first step is shown in Fig. 7, where the effect of bin
rization and normalization upon the quality of the im
age, originally with intensity variation, is evident!.

~ii ! From the image intensity of the master, automatic
lection of two sets of markers called, respective
‘‘measure markers’’ and ‘‘control markers’’ is made
The markers in each set belong to noncontiguo
rows/columns pairs. The software detects, with su
pixel accuracy, the image coordinates of the center
gravity of all the markers selected. The coordinates
the measure markers~data setAM in Fig. 6! feed the
measurement model; the coordinates of the con
markers~data setAC) are used in a subsequent ste
called control block, to verify the performance of th
estimation procedure.

~iii ! From the matrix of labelsLM from GCPS, extraction
of the light plane labels stored at the positions eq
to the coordinates of the centers of gravity previou
located. These plane labels form data setsBM and
BC ; the former feeds the projector model, the latter
used in the measurement block.

~iv! From the image intensity of the master, automatic
lection of markerR1, evaluation of the coordinate
( i R , j R) of its center of gravity, and setting of the glo
bal coordinates of pointR1 as follows:

XRg5iR50; YRg5jR50; XRg5Znom. ~1!

In Eq. ~1!, Znom represents the current, nominal pos
tion of the master along theZ range. Then the soft-
ware generates two further data sets (CM and CC in

s-

FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of the procedure for the estimation of the
and PM models in task 2.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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Fig. 6! of the global coordinates corresponding to t
measure markers and to the control markers alre
considered in steps~ii ! and ~iii !. They are evaluated
by exploiting the fact that both the spacing betwe
the markers on the master and its position along thZ
range are known to within a high degree of accura
in the global reference. Data setCM feeds both cam-
era model CM and projector model PM; data setCC is
used in the control block.
Steps~i!–~iv! are repeated in a fully automatic wa
for a convenient number of positions of the mas
along the guide to feed the models with a sufficie
number of data sets. All the operator has to do, in t
phase, is to manually place the master at each p
tion. The result of the whole procedure is estimati
of all ~intrinsic and extrinsic! parameters of CM and
PM. In Fig. 6, these are referred to as ‘‘camera para
eters’’ and ‘‘projector parameters,’’ respectively.

~v! The software enters the measurement block. Data
AC andBC , the camera parameters and the projec
parameters are fed to the block. According to the
proach described in Sec. III B, the coordinates of
control markers in the global reference system
evaluated. They form the output data setEC of the
measurement block.

~vi! The software activates the control block. Here,

FIG. 7. Acquisition of a white-light image of the master and the effect
the normalization upon the quality of the image.~a! Original image;~b!
enhanced image. The markers were filled to increase the accuracy of
pixel dection.
Downloaded 03 Apr 2003 to 192.167.22.39. Redistribution subject to A
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each control marker, the absolute differences betw
the estimated values~data setEc) and the global val-
ues ~data setCc) for each one of the three spatia
coordinatesxg , yg , and zg are calculated. The soft
ware automatically evaluates the mean valuesx̄, ȳ,
and z̄ and the mean square errorssx , sy , andsz of
each distribution. Then, it compares all these values
a threshold, called control threshold~CT!, that is set
to FW/3000, for the setup considered.

~vii ! As the last step, the operator checks the quality of
estimate as follows: if valuesx̄, ȳ, sx , and sy are
lower than the CT, the influence of the errors intr
duced by subpixel detection of the centers of grav

FIG. 8. Intensity image for the mask measured~task 3!.

FIG. 9. Example of the image processing performed during projection
the GCPS sequence.~a! Image acquired by the video camera;~b! effect of
the 2D processing.
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of the markers is optimal; ifz̄ andsz are lower than
the CT, the influence of the uncertainty of the po
tioning of the master at the nominal coordinatesZnom

is minimum, as is the effect of master planarity on t
measurement. If one or more of the conditions abo
are not matched, task 2 has to be performed agai

The consequence of this procedure, from the operat
point of view, is knowledge of the overall uncertainty of th
system while the measurement is being performed. Ag
we note that, insofar as the geometry of the measureme
not altered, no operation pertaining to this task need be
formed again.

D. Task 3: Measurement of the object and data
display

Once the estimate is performed, the measurement
cess is simple and straightforward: the master is remo
and the object is placed in the scene. Figure 8 shows
example. The object is a mask (2503180380 mm3). The
original, dark green color of the surface has been modi
by painting white on the right side of the face. This w
intended to test the performance of the system against s
variations in surface color.

The operator selects the name of the file where the p
cloud will be stored, and clicks the ‘‘measure’’ button. Th
software activates the GCPS procedure@an example of this
phase is shown in Fig. 9~a!, where acquisition of the 11th
pattern of the sequence is shown#. The system automatically
performs background subtraction and intensity normali
tion. The result is the image in Fig. 9~b!, which clearly shows
the effect of the 2D processing on the quality of the ima

FIG. 10. Example of the module for data display.

TABLE I. Average duration of each task for the acquisition of a single po
cloud.

Operation Time

Task 1: Setup of the measurement 10 min
Task 2: In-field estimate of the measurement
parameters

5 min

Task 3: Measurement of the object and data
display

4 s
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originally with a marked variation in intensity, as well a
background subtraction.

For each ‘‘valid’’ point of the processed intensity imag
the software extracts the corresponding light plane label
matrix LM, and enters the measurement block~see Fig. 6!.
The measurement block is fed with~i! the set of camera
parameters,~ii ! the set of the projector parameters,~iii ! the
data set of valid image points and~iv! the data set of plane
labels. The resulting set of global coordinates is the po
cloud, i.e., the three-dimensional image of the object be
measured. The whole measurement phase takes a few
onds.

As the last step, the software visualizes directly the po
cloud by means of a specifically designed module, called
OPL–Viewer. Figure 10 shows an example of the faciliti
available in the module: the point cloud is visualized in
multidocument environment, different levels of resolutio
are available, and color information can be overlapp
Moreover, preliminary editing~i.e., sampling, filtering, deci-
malization, etc.! of the cloud can be performed, as can su

FIG. 11. Module for multiview acquisition.~a! Four partial views acquired
for the object;~b! registration of the views.

t
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able file saving, to guarantee full compatibility with oth
visualization/editing tools.

Despite the complexity of the tasks performed, thanks
the sophisticated software developed, the time for th
completion is surprisingly short: in Table I, we show th
average duration of each task in the case of a single im
starting from the system at the beginning of measurem
and ending up with a display of the calibrated point clou
for an operator with a medium amount of training.

E. Task 4: Data alignment for multiview acquisitions

The measurement is now repeated to measure the w
object and/or to compensate for shadowed regions, wh
cannot be acquired in a single view~see, for example, in Fig
10 the ‘‘holes’’ corresponding to the nose area and
boundary region of the point cloud acquired on the wh
right side of the mask!. The operator moves OPL-3D aroun
the object to acquire multiple views, taking care that th
partially overlap.

The various point clouds are then combined by mean
dedicated software named OPL–Align: this software has
been specifically developed in our laboratory for the alig
ment of partial point clouds within a common referen
system.34,35 An example is the multiview acquisition of th
mask in Fig. 8. Four views were acquired; they are shown
Figs. 11~a! and 11~b!, before and after the alignment proces
respectively. The data are then transferred to different e
ronments to fuse the data together and to generate descri
polygonal models of the objects.

FIG. 12. Plot of type A uncertainties for the setups considered.

TABLE II. Summary of the geometrical setups used for characterization
OPL-3D.L: Stand off distance,d: baseline,FW: width of FOV, FH: height
of FOV, Z range: measurement interval.

Geometrical setup Setup 1 Setup 2 Setup 3

L ~mm! 620 940 1300
d ~mm! 380 420 420
FW ~mm! 160 300 450
FH ~mm! 123 232 348
Z range~mm! 40 100 150
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V. INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE AND
APPLICATIONS

A. Performance evaluation

The optical digitizer OPL-3D described here has be
extensively characterized to assess its performance an
overall measurement errors. The characterization was m
using the same approach that has been previously use
other prototypes developed so far.24–26 Prior to each charac
terization the system parameters were estimated by mea
the operations described in task 1 and in task 2.

The procedure is as follows:~i! choice of the geometri-
cal setup to be considered;~ii ! acquisition of a point cloud
from the master used in task 2, at a number of nomi
positionsZnom within the working volume~with the excep-
tion of the markers!, ~iii ! statistical analysis of each poin
cloud to derive the measurement errors at each posit
Then statistical analysis was performed through calculat
at each position of the plane, of the averagemz and the
standard deviationsz of the difference between measuredz
(Zmeas) and nominalz (Znom) for all points in the cloud, and

FIG. 13. Human femur.~a! Image of the object.~b! Cloud of points ac-
quired.~c! Rendered view of the object~poligonal model!.

fTABLE III. Average values of measurement resolutionRz and lateral reso-
lutions RX andRY along theZ range.

Setup
Rz

~mm!
RX

~mm!
RY

~mm!

1 0.1 0.20 0.20
2 0.2 0.38 0.38
3 0.3 0.58 0.58
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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through calculation of the type A uncertaintyI Z , using these
two values.

The above procedure was applied for three different g
metrical setups. Table II summarizes geometrical details
the setups considered. The plot of the measured uncertai
for each set up is reported in Fig. 12. In all the experimen
uncertaintiesI Z are minimal at the middle of theZ range; this
is by no means surprising, as both the projector and the v
camera are in the optimal condition of focus. The perf
mances deteriorate at the edges of the measurement inte
especially for the highest value of theZ range, where the
image brightness is worse. The uncertainty of setup 1
grades atZ range540 mm, the reason being that, for th
setup, the depth of focus of the projector–camera pair is v
low, and defocusing is noticeable. Even considering t
worse case, the mean value of the uncertainty over the w
range is equal to 70mm. It increases to 90 and to 120mm for
setups 2 and 3, respectively. These values are in total ac
dance with those evaluated for threshold CT in task 2 eq
to, respectively, 53, 100, and 150mm.

B. Measurement resolution

To fully appreciate the measurement resolution, t
plates, 100 mm (width)3100 mm~height!, with planarity of
10 mm were used. They were mounted on a micrometer st
at the same position along the measurement coordinate.

FIG. 14. Vase used to test system performance in setup 2.
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point cloud on each plate was acquired and fitted, throu
least square interpolation, to a plane. Then, one of the pl
was moved along theZ range, in steps of 10mm, and the
same fitting was performed for each plate and for each p
tion, until the point cloud of the plate moved showed a var
tion in the z coordinate with respect to the correspondi
fitted plane of the fixed plate. The same process was repe
for three positions along theZ range, equally spaced relativ
to one another. The averageRz of the values obtained wa
taken as a good estimate of the measurement resolutio
the system.

The lateral resolutionsRx andRy were also evaluated, a
each position of the master plane along theZ range, as the
average value of the ratio between the measured width~and
height! of the illuminated field and the corresponding CC
resolution. Table III shows the results for each of the set
considered. These values can be improved by reducing

FIG. 15. View of the vase.~a! Projection of a pattern of the GCPS se
quence;~b! measured point cloud~reduced resolution!; ~c! color plus the
range~high resolution!.
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FOV, or by increasing the resolution of the camera–projec
pair.

C. Influence of the surface color and of the
illumination conditions

The same set of tests was carried out in the presenc
dark objects and for different levels of environmental illum
nation ~either artificial or natural!. The system performed
very well in all the experimental setups. On one side,
influence of dark objects is compensated for by using, in t
2, a master with color patterns similar to those of the targ
In this way, the system is able to adjust the dynamics of
images acquired to those of the object. On the other side
2D image processing performed both in task 2 and in tas
results in excellent robustness of the system against env
mental illumination conditions. In both cases the measu
uncertainties show a deterioration of only 10% with resp
to those reported in Fig. 12.

FIG. 16. Result of the multiview acquisition of the vase.
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D. Examples of applications of OPL-3D

In order to demonstrate the capabilities of OPL-3D
extensive set of measurements was performed on diffe
objects. The first example deals with the object in Fig. 13~a!.
This object is a dark-brown 460 mm long human fem
Setup 1 was chosen. The whole object was measured
acquiring 30 partial views to carefully gauge the shape of
bone even in the presence of a marked variability in sh
~especially at the femoral head!. The measured data point
are shown, at reduced resolution, in Fig. 13~b! ~two opposite
views!. The quality of the measurement can easily be app
ciated in Fig. 13~c!, where the polygonal models generat
from the original point clouds are shown@Geomagic Studio
4.0, from Raindrop Geomagic Inc. was used to create
sterolithograph~STL! file#. We note how the resolution o
the measurement allows careful rendering of the porosity
the tissue.

The second example is measurement of the vase sh
in Fig. 14. The object volume is 70035003400 mm3. To
measure it, the system was configured into setup 2. Fig
15~a! is a snapshot of the GCPS sequence during task 3.
corresponding point of cloud is shown in Fig. 15~b! ~range
information, low resolution! and in Fig. 15~c! ~range plus
color, high resolution!. The whole object was acquired by 1
partial views. Figure 16 depicts the result of their alignme

The last test reported here is measurement of a
bumper ~Fig. 17!. The whole object (19503500
3400 mm3) was measured in two steps. First, the syst
was configured into setup 3, then the whole object w
scanned by acquiring 12 point clouds, dispersed along
horizontal rows of six views. Given the good regularity
the bumper shape, 80% of the surface was captured at
mal resolution, while keeping the number of views reaso
ably low. Second, the system was reconfigured into the
ometry of setup 1 and the surface was acquired only for a
characterized by details too fine to be gauged by setup
Twenty point clouds were then positioned and aligned o
the ‘‘skeleton’’ obtained from the previous acquisition ste
As a result, an optimal compromise between the resolu
of the measurement and the overall efficiency of t
acquisition-alignment process was achieved. Figure
shows the point cloud obtained for the bumper.
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systems and coordinate measuring machines.’’ OPL-3D
been made available commercially by Open Technolog
srl, Italy, a start-up company of the University of Bresc
under the tradename 3DShape™, in a variety of versio
including sophisticated software for multiview combinatio
point cloud manipulation, and transformation up to surfa
generation.
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